4th Summer School
“Keynesian Macroeconomics and European Economic Policies”

Questionnaire for application

Full name:

Date of birth:

I am

☐ male       ☐ female

Stage of education:

☐ I have not started a post-graduate study (MA or PhD) yet.
☐ I am a MA post-graduate student.
☐ I am a PhD post-graduate student.
☐ I have completed my PhD.

Prior knowledge of Post Keynesian economics (PKE)

☐ I have had little or no exposure to PKE.
☐ I have had some prior knowledge of PKE.
☐ I am doing research in the area of PKE (or closely related).

General field of interest:

History and Method ................................................................. ☐
Money, Credit & Finance ....................................................... ☐
Growth & Distribution .......................................................... ☐
New Consensus/New Keynesians ......................................... ☐
Labour Market ....................................................................... ☐
Economic Policies in Europe ................................................. ☐
Other:

Special field of interest (e.g. thesis or PhD):

Motivation to participate (in two lines):

Name and address of a reference: